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Abstract13

Predation on a species subjected to an infectious disease can affect both the infection14

level and the population dynamics. There is an ongoing debate about the act of manag-15

ing disease in natural populations through predation. Recent theoretical and empirical16

evidence shows that predation on infected populations can have both positive and nega-17

tive influences on disease in prey populations. Here, we present a predator-prey system18

where the prey population is subjected to an infectious disease to explore the impact of19

predator on disease dynamics. Specifically, we investigate how the interference among20

predators affects the dynamics and structure of the predator-prey community. We per-21

form a detailed numerical bifurcation analysis and find an unusually large variety of22

complex dynamics, such as, bistability, torus and chaos, in the presence of predators.23

We show that, depending on the strength of interference among predators, predators en-24

hance or control disease outbreaks and population persistence. Moreover, the presence25

of multistable regimes makes the system very sensitive to perturbations and facilitates26
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a number of regime shifts. Since, the habitat structure and the choice of predators27

deeply influence the interference among predators, thus before applying predators to28

control disease in prey populations or applying predator control strategy for wildlife29

management, it is essential to carefully investigate how these predators interact with30

each other in that specific habitat; otherwise it may lead to ecological disaster.31

Keywords : Predator interference; Disease control through predation; Beddington-32

DeAngelis functional response; Regime shift; Bistability.33
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1 Introduction35

The relationship between predation and infection in prey populations is complex. There is36

evidence showing both increase and decrease of infection in prey populations in response37

to predation (Packer et al., 2003; Holt and Roy, 2007; Cáceres et al., 2009). According38

to “healthy herds” hypothesis (Packer et al., 2003), selective predation by the predator39

on infected prey helps to eliminate infectious individuals from the healthy population and40

thereby prevents the spread of disease. Evidence from different other fields also support this41

hypothesis (Pulkkinen and Dieter, 2006). Various programs for the management of disease42

in natural populations also suggest the control of the diseased population through predation43

(Hudson et al., 1998; Choisy and Rohani, 2006; Greenman and Hoyle, 2010; Hawlena et al.,44

2010). On the other hand, there are also studies showing an increase in infection in prey45

populations due to the presence of predators (Holt and Roy, 2007; Bate and Hilker, 2013a).46

Recently, Cáceres et al. (2009) presented an example using field patterns, experiments and47

a model study to show that the release of infective spores of fungal parasite by the predator48

facilitates epidemics in Daphnia population. Predators can also affect the persistence of prey49

populations that are regulated by infectious diseases (Chattopadhyay and Arino, 1999; Roy50

and Chattopadhyay, 2005). Therefore, how predators affect the disease dynamics in prey51

populations is still not clear and, thus, an interesting topic of research.52

In the presence of a predator, a system with disease in a prey population can show different53

complex dynamical behaviors, like bistability, quasi-periodicity and chaos. Previously, there54

are studies showing some of these complex dynamics. For example, Upadhyay et al. (2008)55

found the existence of chaos via a period-doubling route in a predator-prey system with56

disease in a prey population. After the addition of a free-living virus stage in a predator-57

prey model with disease in a prey population, Siekmann et al. (2010) found bistability where58

depending on the initial conditions, the system can be made disease-free. Hilker and Malchow59

(2006) found strange periodic attractors with complicated, long lasting transient dynamics in60
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a predator-prey model with disease transmission in a prey population. Furthermore, Sieber61

and Hilker (2011) demonstrated the occurrence of chaos, bistability and attractor crisis. The62

existence of such complexity makes the disease dynamics more complicated and difficult to63

predict. Thus, to know how a predator population affects disease dynamics, first we need a64

more thorough study on how the predator population affects the complexity of the system and65

then analyzing those complex results we can get information regarding the disease dynamics.66

In most of the studies, it is assumed that predators do not interfere with each other’s67

activities; thus the competition among predators occurs only via depletion of prey abun-68

dance. In reality, there are several situations when predators have to encounter with other69

predators, especially when predators have to search for food (and therefore, have to share or70

compete for food). In fact, predator interference has been found to occur quite frequently in71

laboratory and natural systems (Kratina et al., 2009; Skalski and Gilliam, 2001; Salt, 1974).72

There is many significant evidence of predator interference in predator-prey systems involv-73

ing herbivore-plant, snail-barnacle, parasite-host, mite-mite and beetle-cricket interactions74

(Arditi and Ginzburg, 1989; Salt, 1974). Analyzing published data on eight predator-prey75

and seven host-parasitoid systems, Arditi and Akcakaya (1990) evidenced strong predator76

interference in twelve out of fifteen cases. Predator interference is also important at very low77

and high prey and predator densities (Kratina et al., 2009; Skalski and Gilliam, 2001). More-78

over, previous studies have shown that interference among predators is a dominant driver79

of food-web stability (Chakraborty and Chattopadhyay, 2011; Rall et al., 2008; Voorn et80

al., 2008; Huisman and De Boer, 1997) and also has the ability to generate patchiness in a81

homogeneous environment (Alonso et al., 2002). In spite of such huge importance, the effects82

of predator interference on the predator-prey-disease interactions have never been thoroughly83

investigated. This paper is aimed to bridge the existing gap.84

There are different ways of incorporating predator interference in a mathematical model,85

e.g., by considering ratio dependent functional response (Arditi and Ginzburg 1989), includ-86

ing predator interference in a Holling type I functional response (Seo and DeAngelis, 2011),87
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including predator interference in a Holling type II functional response (Beddington, 1975;88

DeAngelis et al., 1975), density dependent mortality of predators (Holt, 1977). However, sev-89

eral previous researchers have suggested in favor of using Beddington-DeAngelis functional90

response which is similar to Holling type II functional response, but contains an extra term91

describing mutual interference among predators (Kratina et al., 2009; Skalski and Gilliam,92

2001; Huisman and De Boer, 1997).93

In the present study, we consider a predator-prey system in which the prey population94

is subjected to an infectious disease. We assume that the disease is transmitted via both95

vertically and horizontally. For horizontal transmission, we consider the density dependent96

disease transmission among the prey population, whereas due to vertical transmission, an97

infected prey produces only infected individuals (Sieber et al., 2014). This kind of vertical98

transmission occurs in the case of lysogenic infection where viruses enter and integrate their99

genome into the host’s genome and start reproducing as the host reproduces and duplicates100

its genome (Malchow et al., 2004). For example, plankton system is very prone to lysogenic101

infection (Fuhrman and Suttle, 1993). Previously, there are several mathematical modeling102

studies dealt with lysogenic infection in prey populations (Sieber et al.,2014; Malchow et103

al., 2004; Malchow et al., 2005; Hilker et al., 2006). We further assume that the growth104

rate of susceptible prey is higher than that of the infected one (Hilker and Malchow, 2006;105

Hilker et al., 2006). The predator can consume both infected and healthy preys; however,106

the attack rates on infected and healthy preys are different (Chattopadhyay and Arino,107

1999; Malchow et al., 2004; Hilker and Malchow, 2006; Hilker et al., 2006). We consider108

that predators interfere with each other and we represent this interference by considering109

Beddington-DeAngelis functional response (Beddington, 1975; DeAngelis et al., 1975). In110

order to study the long-term dynamics of the model we use numerical analysis techniques111

and perform a detailed numerical bifurcation analysis using AUTO (Doedel and Oldeman,112

2009).113

Here, we focus on investigating the role of predator interference on the disease dynamics in114
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a prey population. For this reason, first we observe how interference among predators affects115

the system dynamics, especially, the complexity of the system by varying the interference116

strength and carrying capacity. From there, we comment on how different predator popula-117

tions with different interference strengths regulate disease outbreaks and the persistence of118

the prey population.119

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the model for our inves-120

tigation and mention about the possible equilibrium points. In Section 3, we examine how121

predator interference affects system dynamics by performing a rigorous bifurcation analysis122

on the model system. Finally, the paper ends with a discussion given in Section 4.123

2 Basic model structure124

We build an eco-epidemiological model that tracks population dynamics of susceptible prey125

S(t), infected prey I(t) and predator population P (t) at time t. We construct the model126

based on the following assumptions:127

(A1) In the absence of infected (susceptible) prey and predation, the susceptible (infected)128

prey population follows logistic growth (Malchow et al., 2004; Hilker and Malchow,129

2006).130

(A2) In the absence of predation, the susceptible and infected prey populations compete131

which is described by the classical Lotka-Volterra competition model. The interaction132

is weak–weak so that an interior stable equilibrium exists (Kot, 2001). Both susceptible133

and infected preys have a common carrying capacity K (Sieber et al., 2014). Moreover,134

the susceptible population becomes infected following the simple law of mass-action.135

We consider that the growth rate of infected prey is reduced due to infection (Hilker136

and Malchow, 2006; Hilker et al., 2006). We also assume that susceptible and infected137

individuals produce only susceptible and infected individuals, respectively.138
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(A3) The infected prey does not recover or become immune but are removed by a constant139

death rate.140

(A4) The Beddington-DeAngelis functional response is chosen to represent predator’s per141

capita feeding rate on susceptible and infected preys as β1S/(1 + Th(S + I) + TiP )142

and β2I/(1 + Th(S + I) + TiP ) respectively, where β1/Th and β2/Th are the maximum143

uptake rates of susceptible and infected prey, respectively, and Ti is the constant positive144

parameter representing the interference among predators. It is to be mentioned here145

that the handling times for infected and susceptible prey are assumed to be same.146

(A5) Disease is spreading among the prey population only and the predator population is147

not directly affected by disease due to the predation of infected prey.148

(A6) Conversion rate of susceptible prey into new predator is higher than that of the infected149

prey (Haque et al., 2009).150

In view of the above assumptions the model takes the following form:151

dS

dt
= r1S(1−

S + a11I

K
)−

β1SP

1 + Th(S + I) + TiP
− λSI , (1)

dI

dt
= r2I(1−

I + a22S

K
)−

β2IP

1 + Th(S + I) + TiP
+ λSI − δI , (2)

dP

dt
=

α1β1SP

1 + Th(S + I) + TiP
+

α2β2IP

1 + Th(S + I) + TiP
− µP . (3)

Table 1 provides a list of the symbols for the variables and parameters. Here, r1 and r2152

(r1 > r2) are the intrinsic growth rates of susceptible and infected prey respectively (Hilker153

and Malchow, 2006; Hilker et al., 2006); a11 and a22 are the measures of the effect of infected154

prey on the growth of susceptible one and the measure of the effect of susceptible prey on155

the growth of infected one, respectively; λ is the disease transmission coefficient; δ is the156

death rate of infected population due to infection; α1 and α2 are the conversion factors of157
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Table 1: List of symbols for variables and parameters and parameter values used in the text. With
this parameter set we have inequality r2 < δ. Consequently, this condition holds for all numerical
results presented in this manuscript.

Symbol Value Description

S, I, P Variable Populations: susceptible, infected prey and predator
a11, a22 0.1 Competition parameters
K Variable Carrying capacity
r1 0.55 Intrinsic growth rate susceptible prey
r2 0.1 Intrinsic growth rate infected rate prey
Th 0.1 Handling time × searching rate
Ti Variable Interference time × encounter rate
t Variable Time
α1 0.4 Efficiency coefficient susceptible prey–predator
α2 0.1 Efficiency coefficient infected prey–predator
β1 0.215 Maximum feeding rate susceptible prey–predator
β2 0.25 Maximum feeding rate infected prey–predator
δ 0.25 Death rate infected prey due to infection
λ 0.04 Disease transmission coefficient
µ 0.2 Predator death rate

susceptible and infected prey, respectively, into new predators (α1 > α2); µ is the natural158

mortality rate of predator and Th is the handling time times the searching rate needed for159

catching prey. In a similar way Ti is the interference time times the encounter rate between160

predator individuals.161

We know that a model with explicit carrying capacity is suitable when susceptible and162

infected populations contribute equally to the density-dependence resulting from resource163

competition (in our case a11 = a22 = 1). However, in the case of different competitive164

abilities of susceptible and infected individuals, the concept of emergent carrying capacity165

is appropriate where the carrying capacities are not explicitly given, but can be seen as an166

upper limit of population growth that arises from reproduction and competition. A detailed167

description of emergent carrying capacity is provided in Sieber et al. (2014) and references168

therein. However, in the current paper, we consider a common carrying capacity for both169

susceptible and infected individuals with different competitive abilities, but the true carrying170

capacity would be emergent through the corresponding growth and the parameter K.171
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The model presented here is based on the structure of Sieber et al., (2014). The main172

difference with the previous model is that, in the present case, a density dependent disease173

transmission is considered instead of frequency dependent disease transmission and predators174

interfere with each other. In the current form, the model itself is much more general; the175

model can also be used as a one predator-two prey competition model or as a one prey-176

intermediate predator-top predator system, with suitable choice of some of the parameter177

values (r2, a22, λ and δ). However, we used this model as a SIP model to explore the impact178

of predator interference on the disease dynamics in the prey population.179

System ((1)-(3)) has to be analyzed with the following set of initial conditions: S(0) >180

0, I(0) > 0, P (0) > 0. This system possesses seven different equilibrium points: (i) prey and181

predator free equilibrium E0 = (0, 0, 0), (ii) infected prey and predator free equilibrium ES =182

(K, 0, 0), (iii) susceptible prey and predator free equilibrium EI = (0, K
r2
(r2−δ), 0), (iv) preda-183

tor free equilibrium ESI(SSI , ISI , 0), (v) susceptible prey free equilibrium EIP (0, IIP , PIP ),184

(vi) infected prey free equilibrium ESP (SSP , 0, PSP ), and (vii) the coexisting (interior) equi-185

librium ESIP = (SSIP , ISIP , PSIP ).186

However, we assume r2 < δ, which means that the infected prey can not survive in the187

absence of susceptible prey population, and therefore the EI = (0, K
r2
(r2−δ), 0) equilibrium is188

not feasible and consequently also the EIP (0, IIP , PIP ) equilibrium is not feasible. The exact189

forms of the equilibria, their existence and stability conditions are given in the Appendix.190

3 Results191

In this section we focus on investigating the role of predator population on disease dynamics192

in the prey population. Specifically, we perform a rigorous bifurcation analysis to examine193

the impact of different predators with different interference strengths on disease dynamics194

by varying the interference strengths. Numerical simulation results are obtained by solving195

the set of ode’s with ode solvers available in MATLAB (MATLAB, 2012) and a numerical196
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method based on bifurcation theory (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1985; Kuznetsov, 2004 and197

references therein) and Kooi (2003) for applications in ecology. The numerical bifurcation198

analysis results are obtained using the numerical bifurcation package AUTO (Doedel and199

Oldeman, 2009). We calculate and continue equilibria and limit cycles and their stability as200

well as bifurcation points (critical parameter values) or curves of bifurcation points when two201

parameters, the interference strength among predators (Ti) and the carrying capacity (K),202

are varied simultaneously. For the numerical simulation, we have used the set of parameter203

values given in Table 1 unless it is specified otherwise. Since we want to investigate how204

predator population affects system dynamics, we choose the set of parameters in such a way205

that the absence of predator shows the stable coexistence of susceptible and infected prey.206

Table 2 gives a list of all attractors and bifurcation points and curves. For quasi-periodic and207

chaotic dynamic attractors, we calculated the Lyapunov exponents through the algorithm208

proposed in Wolf et al. (1985). In the following, we present full bifurcation analysis of our209

system..210

3.1 Endemic predator-free or SI-system211

For the system where the predator is absent, in the reference parameter ranges the disease-212

free system consists of susceptible prey, S, only (S > 0 and I = 0) and is stable below a213

transcritical bifurcation TCSI at K = 4 for all Ti. Above this TCSI curve (K > 4) this214

disease-free system is unstable and the endemic system SI (S > 0 and I > 0), is stable.215

In the region corresponding to the stable SI-system, we are now interested to see how the216

infected population I together with the susceptible population S behave in the presence of217

the predator. Numerical bifurcation analysis shows that for the parameter values in the218

region studied in this paper given in Table 1, this SI-system is always unstable in the three219

dimensional state space of the SIP-system. Therefore, we do not discuss the results for the220

SI-system in this section.221
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Table 2: List of the bifurcations curves and points.

Attractor Description
E Equilibrium
L Limit cycle
C Complex dynamics: quasi-periodic solution or chaos
Bifurcation Description
TCSP Transcritical bifurcation

invasion predator into susceptible prey ES equilibrium
TCSI Transcritical bifurcation

invasion infected-prey into susceptible prey Es equilibrium
TCe

SPI Transcritical bifurcation
invasion infected-prey into susceptible-prey–predator equilibrium ESP

TCc
SPI Transcritical bifurcation

invasion infected-prey into susceptible-prey–predator system limit cycle LSP

T Tangent or saddle-node bifurcation
collision of two equilibria or limit cycles

H Hopf bifurcation
origin of (un)stable limit cycle

TR Torus bifurcation
onset of quasi-periodic solution or chaotic dynamics

S Destruction of quasi-periodic solution on torus
extinction of predator

3.2 Infected prey-predator or IP-system222

Since we have considered vertical transmission of infection in our system, thus, there is a223

possibility that the predator-infected prey system exists (I > 0 and P > 0). However,224

for the parameter values given in Table 1, the infected prey population does not exist and225

consequently also the predator is not able to invade the infected prey population. Therefore,226

we do not analyze this IP-system in this section.227

3.3 Disease-free predator-prey or SP-system228

Now, we study the ecological subsystem where the disease is absent, that is I = 0 and the229

susceptible population is the whole prey population. Fig. 1 is a two-parameter bifurcation230

diagram where the bifurcation parameters Ti and K are varied simultaneously. The trans-231
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Figure 1: Two-parameter diagram for Ti and K for the endemic system. Table 2 gives a list of all

bifurcation points and curves.

critical bifurcation TCSP is a horizontal line at K = 3.030303. Below this curve only the232

prey population exists (S > 0 and P = 0) whereas the coexistence of the predator and the233

prey population occurs above this curve (S > 0 and P > 0). In the latter region a Hopf234

bifurcation HSP separates the regions with stable and unstable equilibria. Below HSP , the235

equilibrium ESP is stable and above HSP , the equilibrium is unstable and stable limit cycle236

exists (LSP ). This bifurcation diagram of the predator-prey system has been studied in detail237

in Voorn et al. (2008) where analytical expressions for these curves are derived.238

3.4 Dynamics for Holling type II functional response239

In this section we give the results for the reference case without predator interference where240

Ti = 0. Then the Beddington-DeAngelis functional form reduces to the Holling type II241

functional response.242

The results are presented in the bifurcation diagram given in Fig. 2 where K is the243
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Figure 2: One-parameter bifurcation diagram for susceptible S, infected I and predator population

P with free parameter K where Ti = 0. The solid (dashed) curves denote stable (unstable) equilib-

rium values and extreme values of stable (unstable) limit cycles, and dots denote local maximum

values in the chaotic region. Table 2 gives a list of all attractors and bifurcation points and curves.
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bifurcation parameter. Increasing K from zero, at first only the susceptible population244

exists and increases with K linearly. At the transcritical bifurcation point TCSP where245

K = 3.030303, the predator can invade. Above this point, at the equilibrium ESP , the value246

for S remains constant whereas the predator P increases. Above the Hopf bifurcation HSP ,247

this SP-system equilibrium ESP becomes unstable and a stable limit cycle LSP exists. It is248

observed that the minimum values during the cycles become very low when K is increased.249

During these episodes, extinction due to stochastic effects is likely. This phenomenon is called250

the paradox of enrichment.251

At the bifurcation point TCc
SPI , the oscillatory SP system is invaded by the infected252

population. Above this point the limit cycle LSP exists and is stable. The stable limit cycle253

becomes unstable at a torus bifurcation TRSIP where the dynamics becomes chaotic CSIP .254

With this chaotic dynamics there are also episodes where the population size becomes very255

low again leading to the paradox of enrichment.256

For the sake of completeness, we mention that at the transcritical bifurcation TCSI (K =257

4), the infected population can invade the susceptible population, but the resulting SI-system258

is unstable when the predator population exists.259

In the remaining part of this section we continue with the analysis of the SIP-system with260

predator interference described by system ((1)-(3)).261

3.5 Endemic predator-prey or SIP-system262

We now give the results for the Endemic predator-prey system with the Beddington-DeAngelis263

functional response, that is Ti > 0. This system is an extension of the SP-system. The sus-264

ceptible prey population of the predator-prey SP-system can become infected in two regions,265

for low and high Ti ranges shown in Fig. 1. The SP-system can be invaded by the infected266

population either in an equilibrium or in a limit cycle state. In the following, we examine267

different dynamical behaviors of the system by varying Ti at different ranges of K.268
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Figure 3: One-parameter bifurcation diagram for susceptible S, infected I and predator population

P with free parameter Ti where K = 150. The solid (dashed) curves denote stable (unstable) equi-

librium values and extreme values of stable (unstable) limit cycles, and dots denote local maximum

values in the chaotic region. Table 2 gives a list of all attractors and bifurcation points and curves.
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Figure 4: Two-parameter diagram for Ti and K. A detail of Fig. 1 for 0.14 ≤ Ti ≤ 0.32 and

200 ≤ K ≤ 270. Table 2 gives a list of all bifurcation points and curves.

3.5.1 Dynamics for K < 150269

At first we will discuss the dynamics for K = 150 shown in Fig. 3. There are two transcritical270

bifurcations, TCe
SPI and TCc

SPI , in addition to the one, TCSP , in Fig. 1 discussed above.271

Above the transcritical bifurcation point TCe
SPI , the disease-free ESP system in equilibrium272

gets invaded by the disease. The resulting endemic system has a stable equilibrium ESIP273

above the transcritical bifurcation TCe
SPI . Between this bifurcation point and the Hopf274

bifurcation of the disease-free system HSP , the disease-free system ESP is stable. Between275

the Hopf bifurcation HSP and the transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI, there is a stable SP-system276

limit cycle LSP . For lower Ti values, this SP-system limit cycle LSP becomes unstable and the277

positive SIP-system stable limit cycle LSIP emerges. The endemic system limit cycles that278

originate from this transcritical bifurcation curve become unstable at a torus bifurcation279

curve TRSIP shown in Fig. 1. Beyond this point the dynamics is complex: chaotic with280

possibly periodic windows.281
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Lowering K and for low Ti values, first of all bifurcation TRSIP disappears, followed282

by the bifurcation TCc
SPI and finally HSP in which case the disease-free equilibrium ESP is283

stable for a large interval of Ti before the predator goes extinct below TCSP .284

Next, we will discuss the dynamics for 150 < K < 225 and later for K > 225. It is clear285

from Fig. 4, which is actually a detailed view of Fig. 1, that some interesting results occur286

for K < 225 with Ti < 0.24, and for K > 225 with Ti > 0.24, where the value Ti = 0.24 is in287

a region where the disease-free equilibrium ESP is always stable for 3.0303 < K ≤ 300. To288

get a clearer view, in the following we will present one-parameter bifurcation diagrams for289

various fixed K-values and varying Ti-values.290

3.5.2 Dynamics for 150 < K < 225291

Fig. 1 is the two-parameter bifurcation diagram for the SIP system. For higher Ti values, the292

endemic system has a stable equilibrium ESIP between the transcritical bifurcation TCe
SPI293

and the Hopf bifurcation HSIP . Above the Hopf bifurcation HSIP , a stable limit cycles LSIP294

exists in the endemic region for higher K and Ti values. Furthermore, for smaller Ti values295

(above the Hopf bifurcation HSP ), the oscillating SP-system is invaded by the infected prey296

via the limit cycle above the transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI. Above the torus bifurcation297

curve TRSIP , the dynamics is complex: chaotic with possibly periodic windows.298

Now, we will discuss Fig. 4 to study the dynamics of the system. Interestingly, we find299

codimension-two bifurcation points where two codimension-one bifurcation curves intersect.300

For instance, as we increase K starting from 150, the bifurcation curve TRSIP continues as301

a tangent bifurcation curve TSIP at the codimension-two bifurcation point marked with a302

diamond.303

In a similar way, from the transcritical bifurcation curve TCc
SPI of the disease-free limit304

cycle, at the codimension-two bifurcation point marked by a bullet, a tangent bifurcation, now305

for endemic limit cycles TSIP emerges. This tangent bifurcation curve undergoes two, often306

called, cusp bifurcations (not labeled in the figure) before it leaves the diagram at the top307
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with Ti ≈ 0.29. From this tangent curve for limit cycles, two torus bifurcation curves TRSIP308

originate at different places. The first one occurs at Ti ≈ 0.16 as we have shown above. The309

second one occurs at Ti ≈ 0.24 and the emerging torus bifurcation curve leaves the diagram310

at the top at Ti ≈ 0.31 as we increase Ti and K values. At this latter codimension-two311

bifurcation point which is also labeled with a diamond, a curve labeled S originates. This312

curve will be discussed later together with the quasi-periodic dynamics occurring between313

the curves TRSIP and S.314
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Figure 5: One-parameter bifurcation diagram for susceptible S and infected I with free parameter

Ti where K = 209. See Fig. 3 for a description of the shown symbols and curves.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that for moderate values of the interference strength, there exists315

a range of interference strengths where the system becomes disease-free. For a certain range316

around Ti = 0.27, the system remains even stable in equilibrium ESP for sufficiently large317

values of the carrying capacity K. It is important to note that, in the absence of the318

predator, the disease was present in the system in stable equilibrium ESI in the same range of319

interference strength. Moreover, in the region corresponding to the stable interior equilibrium320
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point (ESIP ), which covers a large region as shown in Fig. 1, it is found that the size of the321

infected population remains low compared to the case in the absence of predator (ESI) (the322

figure is not shown). Therefore, in the regions of stable ESP and ESIP , the presence of323

predator actually helps to control or eradicate disease from the prey population.324
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Figure 6: Two-parameter plot with local minimum values for the infected I in the chaotic regions

for K = 200, 209 and K = 220 projected. The bullets mark codimension-two points. Open circles

mark the torus bifurcation TRSIP at K = 200 and the tangent bifurcation TSIP at K = 209

and transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI at K = 220. These points mark the end-points of the chaotic

regions.

Fig. 5 shows the stable attractor values for the state variables: susceptible prey S and325

infected prey I as a function of Ti for K = 209. The bifurcation pattern is similar to that as326

for K = 150 with the following exceptions. For high Ti values, above the TCe
SPI bifurcation,327

a stable equilibrium ESIP exists except in the region between the two Hopf bifurcations HSIP328

where a limit cycle exists. In the lower Ti region, below this transcritical bifurcation TCe
SPI,329

a disease-free equilibrium ESP is stable and becomes unstable at a Hopf bifurcation HSP330

where the disease-free system oscillates as a stable limit cycle LSP . For lower Ti-values, the331
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dynamical behavior is similar to that for the K = 150 case shown in Fig. 3.332

Fig. 6 is a three-dimensional plot where the two-parameter diagram forms the bottom333

plane and along the vertical axis, the minimum values of the infected population are plot-334

ted. The chaotic region is plotted for K = 209 where the origin is formed by the tangent335

bifurcation TSIP . The chaotic region is also plotted for K = 200 and K = 220 where the336

origin is formed by torus bifurcation curves TRSIP such as in Fig. 3 and a transcritical bi-337

furcation TCc
SPI of the disease-free system, respectively. These changes are due to passing338

the codimension-two point where the torus bifurcation curve TRSIP merges with the tangent339

bifurcation curve TSIP , and the codimension-two point where this tangent bifurcation curve340

TSIP merges with the transcritical bifurcation curve TCc
SPI, following the arrows in Fig. 6. In341

addition to these chaotic attractors, the torus bifurcation TRSIP , tangent bifurcation TSIP ,342

and transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI curves are plotted. These bifurcations are for limit cycles343

and only the minimum values of the infected populations are shown.344

From this figure we observe that increasing K starting from K ≈ 195 and Ti = 0.145,345

the boundary of the chaotic regions is formed firstly by a torus bifurcation TRSIP , then346

after passing a codimension-two point where the torus bifurcation terminates via a tangent347

bifurcation TSIP , and finally above the codimension two bifurcation point where the tangent348

bifurcation terminates via a transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI. The tangent bifurcation curve349

TSIP forms the bridge (see Fig. 4) with the dynamics for higher predator interferences at350

high carrying capacities which is the subject of the next subsection. Specifically, Fig. 6 gives351

a more detailed view of Fig. 4 to observe three different routes to chaos in a clearer way in352

a single frame.353

In conclusion, at high carrying capacities, there are two ranges of interference strength354

where the system shows fluctuation of all the populations: chaotic oscillation at the low355

range of interference strength and limit cycle oscillation at moderate to high interference356

strengths. One thing is common in both of the oscillating regions; minimum abundances of357

all the populations become very low so that environmental fluctuation can result stochastic358
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extinction of any of the populations. Moreover, fluctuation of the infected population also359

represents outbreaks of disease. There is also a range of interference strength (for moderate360

values) where the system becomes disease-free.361
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Figure 7: One-parameter bifurcation diagram for susceptible S and infected I with free parameter

Ti where K = 247. See Fig. 3 for a description of the shown symbols and curves.

3.5.3 Dynamics for K > 225362

In order to study what happens in the region for K > 225 and Ti > 0.24 of the two parameter363

diagram given in Fig. 1, we also deal with one parameter bifurcation diagrams for K = 247364

and K = 250.365

Fig. 7 shows the stable attractor values for the state variable: susceptible prey S and366

infected prey I as a function of Ti for K = 247. For higher Ti-values, there are now two367

tangent bifurcations TSIP between which the limit cycle is unstable. Furthermore, the tran-368

scritical bifurcation TCc
SPI , where the chaotic region for lower Ti-values terminates, is now369

catastrophic and the originating endemic limit cycle is unstable. For increasing Ti, this un-370
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stable limit cycle becomes stable at a third tangent bifurcation TSIP . This stable limit cycle371

loses its stability at a torus bifurcation TRSIP . The dynamics on the torus appears to be372

quasi-periodic and it terminates by a collision with a saddle limit cycle.373
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Figure 8: Two-parameter plot with local minimum values for the infected I in the region of the

torus quasi-periodic solution and the chaotic region projected for K = 250. The bullet marks the

codimension-two point where the torus bifurcation TRSIP terminates at a tangent bifurcation T

and the open circle marks the end-points of the chaotic region in the low Ti range at a transcritical

bifurcation TC.

Fig. 8, similar to Fig. 6, is a three-dimensional plot where the two parameter diagram374

forms the bottom plane and on the vertical axis, the minimum values of the infected pop-375

ulation are plotted. At the back vertical plane, now the attractor values for the minimum376

abundances of the infected population Imin forK = 250 is shown together with the Imin values377

of the transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI of the disease-free system. Additionally, chaotic at-378

tractors, the torus bifurcation TRSIP , tangent bifurcation TSIP and transcritical bifurcation379

TSIP curves are also drawn.380

Fig. 9 gives the attractor values of susceptible prey S and infected prey I at K = 250.381
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Figure 9: One-parameter bifurcation diagram for susceptible S and infected I with free parameter

Ti where K = 250 See Fig. 3 for a description of the shown symbols and curves.

Comparing this bifurcation pattern with the one for K = 247 (Fig. 7) we find that, in the382

interval 247 < K < 250, an unstable bifurcation occurs where the two stable and the two383

unstable limit cycles become connected as K is increased.384

We now discuss the dynamics on the torus that originates from the torus bifurcation385

TRSIP . This torus bifurcation occurs with K = 250 at Ti = 0.26925342. The dynamics on386

the torus emerging from this torus bifurcation is shown in Fig. 10 for the Poincaré plane387

for dI/dt = 0 where Ti = 0.268 and Ti = 0.265 (red dots). The dots in the diagram will388

form closed curves when simulations continue for longer times and hence show quasi-periodic389

dynamics on the torus. This was verified by the estimation the Lyapunov exponents through390

the algorithm proposed in Wolf et al. (1985). We found that two dominant Lyapunov391

exponents are zero.392

Here we describe the scenario, how the torus bifurcation is destructed abruptly when393

the parameter Ti is decreased starting from the torus bifurcation TRSIP . Between Ti =394
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Figure 10: Minimum map for I versus S for K = 250. The finite time dynamics on the torus for

two intermediate values Ti = 0.268 and Ti = 0.265. Note that for longer times the dots form a

closed curve in the Poincaré plane where the right-hand side of dI/dt = 0. Furthermore for two

Ti just above and below the connection between the torus and the disease-free system equilibrium.

Red K = 250 and Ti = 0.2619885 and blue K = 250 and Ti = 0.2619884.
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Figure 11: Phase plot susceptible S, infected I, and predator P close to the heteroclinic bifurcation

for the torus quasi-periodic solution (red Ti = 0.2619885) and convergence to the disease-free system

(blue Ti = 0.2619884) and the saddle limit cycle (green). (For interpretation of the references to

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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0.2619885 and Ti = 0.2619884, the torus is destructed. Fig. 10 shows the cross-sections395

with the Poincaré plane for the trajectories on the torus with Ti = 0.2619885 (red) and for396

Ti = 0.2619884 (blue); the dots leave the torus after two toroidal revolutions and converge397

to a stable equilibrium ESP where I = 0.398

Fig. 11 shows the phase-plot for the three state variables: susceptible prey S, infected prey399

I and predator P at K = 250 for Ti = 0.2619885 (red) and Ti = 0.2619884 (blue). Moreover,400

the unstable limit cycle for Ti = 0.2698845 (green) is also shown. At Ti = 0.2619884, the401

torus collided with the saddle limit cycle entirely along the surface of the torus the poloidal402

trajectories and the trajectory ends at the disease-free ESP stable equilibrium. By showing403

only values for S < 45, Fig. 12 illustrates the dynamics on the Poincaré section for the plane404

S = 45 with the same color code as used in Fig. 11. When the dynamics on the torus is405

quasi-periodic such that the solution completely covers the torus surface this picture clearly406

shows the destruction. The dynamics on the invariant torus is broken at the Ti parameter407

where it hits the saddle limit cycle. So, the torus is destructed by collision with a saddle408

limit cycle.409

Also, when K = 250, just as for K = 220 shown in Fig. 6, there is chaotic dynamics in410

the low Ti-range below the transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI . Fig. 13 is the phase-plot for the411

three state variables: susceptible prey S, infected prey I and predator P where K = 250 and412

Ti = 0.1785 (red). Also the limit cycle at the transcritical bifurcation TCc
SPI at Ti = 0.1785413

(green) is shown. With Ti at the transcritical bifurcation the chaotic attractor hits the414

invariant plane I = 0 and the solution converges to the stable SP limit cycle.415

In the following, we will discuss the bistabilities and the regime shifts that have been416

observed during bifurcation analysis for K > 225.417

3.5.4 Bistabilities:418

We observe the existence of several bistabilities when both, the carrying capacity and the419

strength of predator interference, remain high. We find that the tangent bifurcation gives420
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Figure 12: Phase plot susceptible S, infected I, and predator P same as in Fig. 11 but now only

for S < 45. Torus quasi-periodic solution (red Ti = 0.2619885) and convergence to the disease-

free system (blue Ti = 0.2619884) and the saddle limit cycle (green). (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Figure 13: Phase plot susceptible S, infected I close to the transition from the cyclic endemic

system and convergence to the cyclic disease-free system (red K = 250, Ti = 0.17851) and the

unstable limit cycle (green) at the transcritical bifurcation. (For interpretation of the references to

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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birth to bistability between two coexistent oscillations. Specifically, the coexistent stable421

periodic orbit becomes unstable via a tangent bifurcation and further becomes stable via422

another tangent bifurcation (Fig. 7). Within these two tangent bifurcations, there is a range423

of Ti for which both coexistent oscillations coexist. We also find bistability between coexis-424

tent oscillations and coexistent equilibria. There are also scenarios when there is bistability425

between a coexistent oscillation and disease-free equilibria. Furthermore, a bistability be-426

tween a disease-free equilibria and a coexisting torus has also been observed. In the last two427

scenarios, it is the initial condition that determines whether the disease will be endemic or428

not.429

3.5.5 Regime Shifts and Hystereses:430

At high carrying capacities and high strengths of predator interference, we find the possibil-431

ity of regime shifts and hystereses (Figs. 7 and 9). Regime shifts can be defined as large,432

unexpected, persistent changes in the structure and function of a system (Biggs et al., 2009).433

According to Scheffer (2009), a regime shift is a “critical transition” which occurs when there434

is a drastic change towards another state caused by minor perturbations and/or a gradual435

change in the system parameters. This definition does not include drastic changes due to436

the large and sudden changes to the system. According to this definition, a regime shift437

occurs when there is a discontinuity in stable attractors due to the variation of a particular438

parameter. In the present study, we find several regime shifts because of the existence of439

tangent bifurcation, bistability, and the destruction of a stable torus. According to Bate and440

Hilker (2013b), we can classify these regime shifts into two different classes; reversible and441

irreversible.442

In the case of a reversible regime shift, due to a sequence of small changes in the bifurcation443

parameter, it is possible to return to the starting point, via a hysteresis loop (Bate and444

Hilker, 2013b). An example of a reversible regime shift can be found in Fig. 7. There are445

three tangent bifurcations in Fig. 7. If we start just right to the second tangent bifurcation,446
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we will be in a coexistent oscillatory state. Now, slowly diminishing the strength of predator447

interference below the tangent bifurcation point will mean that the system will eventually448

approach the other coexistent oscillatory state (say, second) after some oscillatory transient.449

Now, we are in a second coexistent oscillatory state and if we start increasing the strength450

of predator interference slowly, we will still be on the second oscillatory state until the first451

tangent bifurcation (from the right) is passed. If we pass this first tangent bifurcation point,452

we will be in the first oscillatory state, however the current interference strength will be much453

higher than the original interference strength. Once there, slowly decreasing the interference454

strength will move the system to the original state near the tangent point on the initial455

coexistent oscillations.456

On the other hand, in the case of an irreversible regime shift, there is no such sequence of457

small changes to come back to the starting point, i.e., there is no hysteresis loop (Bate and458

Hilker, 2013b). Therefore, in this case, once the system goes away from the starting point and459

leaves one stable state, only a huge perturbation away from another stable state can make it460

possible to return to the starting point. For example, in Fig. 7, it is really difficult to reach461

to the torus or adjacent endemic limit cycle via equilibria. This means when starting on the462

stable torus or adjacent coexistent limit cycle, slowly decreasing interference strength below463

the destruction of the torus or increasing interference strength beyond the third transcritical464

bifurcation point (from right) of coexistent oscillation would lead to the end of coexistent465

limit cycle/torus forever.466

From the above analysis, it is clear that the dynamics are more complex for K > 225.467

Similar to the case of K < 225, here also we find two ranges of interference strength where468

all the populations fluctuate (chaotic oscillation, quasi-periodic oscillation and limit cycle469

oscillation). On the one hand, this fluctuations increase the possibility of population extinc-470

tion due to stochastic fluctuation, on the other hand, oscillations of the infected population471

represent outbreaks of disease. Moreover, the range of interference strength for limit cycle472

oscillation is larger in the current case compared to K < 225. Here also, there is a range473
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of interference strength for which disease-free system exists. However, due to bistability, the474

disease-free equilibrium exists with the coexisting equilibrium for a small range of interference475

strength, which means that, initial conditions will play a big role in determining whether the476

system will be disease-free or not. In this case, if the system is not disease-free, due to the477

irreversible regime shift, a perturbation can make the system disease-free and the system478

stays in this state unless there is a huge change in the system.479

4 Discussion480

Various programs for the management of disease in natural populations suggest the control of481

infection through predation (Hudson et al., 1998; Choisy and Rohani, 2006; Hawlena et al.,482

2010; Greenman and Hoyle, 2010). However, several theoretical and empirical evidence shows483

both increase and decrease of the infection prevalence of the disease due to the predation484

on infected population (Packer et al., 2003; Holt and Roy, 2007; Cáceres et al., 2009). In485

the present study, we also explored the role of a predator in influencing disease dynamics486

in a prey population but from a different perspective. Moreover, we also investigated how487

different predators with different interference strengths (Ti > 0) lead to different dynamical488

behaviors and influence disease dynamics.489

Disease dynamics at different interference strengths:490

We have found that the infected prey disappears from the system for moderate values491

of interference strengths, however they are successfully invaded in the system at very high492

and low interference strengths (Fig. 1). We can explain the existence and disappearance of493

disease from the system due to the variation in interference strengths as follows. Due to higher494

growth rate, susceptible prey grows faster and gets an advantage in competition compared to495

the infected prey. Now when interference strength is low, predation remains important and496

decreases the competition among susceptible and infected preys which helps infected prey to497

survive. Now, as interference among predators increases, predation decreases, and susceptible498
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prey starts growing faster compared to the infected one. In the situation when interference499

strength becomes very high, disease transmission plays a big role for the infected prey, i.e.,500

gain due to the conversion of susceptible to infected prey becomes high which helps infected501

population to overcome their competitive disadvantage and as a result infection exists in the502

system. However, for moderate values of the interference strength, predation is relatively less503

important and also the abundance of susceptible prey is not high enough to provide sufficient504

input to the infected class so that infected prey can overcome their competitive disadvantage.505

As a result, infected prey cannot survive in this range of interference strength and the system506

remains disease-free which is important from an ecological point of view.507

Regime shifts:508

We found different bistable regions at moderate interference strengths with various types509

of bistabilities. Previously, only a few studies found the existence of bistability in eco-510

epidemiological systems (e.g., Siekmann et al., 2010; Kooi et al., 2011; Sieber and Hilker,511

2011; Bate and Hilker, 2013b). In our present study, in the case of a bistability between two512

different coexistent oscillations, fluctuations of infected population are different. Although,513

both of the situations show outbreak of disease, but depending on the initial conditions,514

disease outbreak can be large or small. In the other case, when bistability exists between a515

coexistent oscillations and coexistent equilibria, depending on the initial condition, there can516

be widespread outbreaks of disease or disease can persist in the system at a low level. How-517

ever, the bistability between disease-free equilibria and coexistent oscillations, and disease-518

free equilibria and coexisting torus show the possibility of widespread outbreaks of disease or519

complete removal of disease from the system depending on the initial population abundances.520

All these bistabilities results in several hystereses and regime shifts. Some of them are521

reversible via long and complex sequences of small changes in parameter values, and others522

are irreversible. We found that the stable coexistent torus and some of the stable oscillations523

in Figs. 7 and 9 are not recoverable when once lost, without huge perturbations. Previously,524

Bate and Hilker (2013b) observed similar type of reversible and irreversible regime shifts in525
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a predator-prey system with disease in predator population. In our case, due to the regime526

shift, a proper small change in the interference strength can prevent widespread outbreaks of527

disease and make the system disease-free, and due to the irreversibility, the system remains528

disease-free for a certain range of interference strength unless there is a huge change in the529

system.530

Existence of torus and chaos:531

We found the existence of quasi-periodic dynamics on a torus in our system. There532

are many ways how this dynamics on the torus can bifurcate or disappear. For example,533

via generation of chaos or there could be phase locking into a periodic orbit or can be534

destruction by a saddle-cycle, called a homoclinic bifurcation in (Bate and Hilker, 2013b).535

We also found that the torus was destructed by a saddle limit cycle, the saddle limit cycle536

itself acts as a separatrix. It is tempting by seeing the results in Fig. 12 to call this a537

homoclinic bifurcation as in Bate and Hilker (2013b), but it can be problematic to denote it as538

“homoclinic connection”. When we do not know whether the dynamics on the torus remains539

quasi-periodic, a candidate is this dynamics at the parameter values where the collision540

occurs. However, in Scheffer et al. (1997) it is mentioned that the torus can disappear when541

it collides with the saddle cycle, but they continue with: “Actually the torus deconstruction542

occurs after a sequence of bifurcations, through which the torus loses its smoothness before543

finally disappearing. Just before this happens, the torus is very close to the saddle cycle, so544

that from time to time the trajectories in the torus remain very similar to the saddle cycle545

for a long period”. We denote this global bifurcation phenomenon by “torus destruction by a546

saddle limit cycle” because calling it a homoclinic bifurcation would require the description547

of the homoclinic connection and this is beyond the scope of this paper.548

Another interesting result of this study is the existence of different ways of origination of549

chaos at low predator interference strengths. Although chaotic behavior itself is interesting,550

routes to chaos are also important. The most observed route is via a cascade of period551

doubling (Thompson and Stewart, 1986). Also other routes, like “Intermittency” (Pomeau552
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and Manneville, 1980) and “Ruelle-Takens-Newhouse” (Newhouse et al., 1978) exist. In553

a series of papers, see the references in Deng and Loladse (2007), a simple Rosenzweig-554

MacArthur tri-trophic food chain model satisfying the trophic time diversification hypothesis555

which translates the model into a singular perturbed system of three time scales, shows at556

least four different types of chaos generation mechanisms have been classified. In Boer et al.557

(1999), Boer et al. (2001), Kooi et al. (2004) and Voorn et al. (2010), numerical algorithms558

and software are developed for detecting and continuing bifurcations related to homoclinic559

(cycle–to–cycle) or heteroclinic (point–to–cycle) orbits and used to systematically calculate560

the boundaries of the chaotic regions in the parameter space. In Kooi et al. (2011) this561

was done with the analysis of the eco-epidemiological predator-prey model with predator562

suffering from an infectious disease. Here, we found three known different ways in which563

chaos can originate under parameter variation: via a torus bifurcation (Newhouse et al.,564

1978), a tangent bifurcation (Pomeau and Manneville, 1980) and a transcritical bifurcation565

(Deng and Hines, 2003).566

The existence of the torus and chaos has a deep impact on the disease dynamics. One567

hand, chaos brings huge fluctuations in all the populations representing huge outbreaks of568

disease. On the other hand, the existence of oscillations, torus and chaos lead to a concern569

regarding dangerously small population sizes which is common with many other models570

exhibiting oscillation and complex dynamics (Bate and Hilker, 2013b; Thomas et al., 1980).571

Some of the interesting dynamics occur in scenarios of major boom and bust, cases that are572

likely to cause extinctions due to the stochastic fluctuation. In particular, looking at the573

bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 3, 5, 7 and 9, we see that the amplitude of the fluctuating574

populations is very large and the minimum values of all the populations become very small575

in the cases of limit cycles, torus and chaotic oscillations which increases the possibility of576

population extinction.577

Comparison of results with Sieber et al. (2014):578

Our model system is similar in structure with the model considered by Sieber et al. (2014)579
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except in the disease transmission term where we considered a density dependent transmission580

instead of frequency dependent transmission used by Sieber et al. (2014) and also the incor-581

poration of interference among predators in our model. Considering emergent carrying for the582

prey population, Sieber et al. (2014) observed the existence of stationary coexistence of all583

the populations which was not possible with explicit carrying capacity. Moreover, they found584

the existence of bistability in their model which indicates the possibility of disease-induced585

extinction due to the overcritical inflow of additional infected individuals. Our system also586

follows emergent carrying capacity formulation and shows stationary coexistence and bista-587

bility in the presence of interference among predators. Moreover, we observed the existence588

of more complex dynamics, such as torus and chaos. However, with the parametric setup589

considered for the numerical simulation, we did not observe the stationary stable coexistence590

of all the populations in the absence of interference among predators.591

Some real world applications:592

Here we uncovered a new mechanism: depending on the strength of interference among593

predators, introduction of predator to control disease in prey populations may have both594

positive and negative influences on disease spread and persistence. This can have a practical595

application in the field of pest control. If we consider pests as prey and natural predators596

as a predator, then our study provides an insight into the management strategies in a pest597

control program. When a pest population becomes large, crop will be affected heavily,598

resulting in economic losses. Thus, our target always remains to increase crop by decreasing599

pest abundance. According to our study, if the pest population is affected by disease, then600

depending on the strength of predator interference, one can set strategy to control pest601

population. Specifically, the introduction of a predator with very low interference strength602

would be beneficial because the incorporation of a predator with proper amount will induce603

oscillation in the system and makes the pest abundance very low. Now, putting a little604

bit effort at this stage would easily eradicate pest population form the system. Another605

application of our study can be in the field of predator control as a wildlife management tool.606
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Predator control is considered as one of the oldest and most widespread wildlife management607

tools in the world (Murie, 1940). Although several predator-management programs exist608

(Hone, 1994; Cote and Sutherland, 1997), but only a few works have been devoted to analyze609

the effectiveness of control strategies (Hone, 1994; Cote and Sutherland, 1997; Conner et al.,610

1998). The success of predator control is most often judged by an increase in prey abundance611

(Conner et al., 1998; Boggess et al., 1990). Now, if the prey population is affected by a disease,612

then it would be beneficial to introduce a predator with moderate to high interference strength613

(depending on carrying capacity) which will decrease the infected prey and ultimately there614

will be an increase in the susceptible prey abundance. However, the introduction of predator615

with low interference strength can completely eliminate the prey population from the system.616

Thus, our study suggests that, before the introduction of predator to control prey, it is617

essential to carefully investigate the interference among predators otherwise predator control618

can have unexpected consequences on the abundance of the target prey population (Cote619

and Sutherland, 1997; Sih et al., 1985).620

We conclude that the presence of a predator can both increase and suppress infection in621

a prey population depending on the interference strength among predators. However, the622

relationship between the interference strength and its effects on systems is very complex and623

needs further investigation. The strength of interference among predators is habitat specific.624

Habitat structures can change encounters between predators (Norton et al., 2001) and may625

therefore alter interference among predators (Grabowski and Powers, 2004). As a result,626

changes in habitat may lead to different outcomes in response to introduction of predator to627

control disease. Moreover, different predators with different interference strengths can have628

different impacts on system dynamics. In conclusion, our study prompts a very important,629

general warning: before applying predator to control disease in prey populations or applying630

predator control strategy for wildlife management, it is essential to carefully investigate the631

role of that predator in controlling disease and how the predators interact with each other in632

that specific habitat; otherwise it may lead to ecological disaster.633
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A Existence and stability of equilibrium points: linear780

stability analysis:781

In this Appendix we study the equilibria of the system analytically using the symbolic pro-782

gram Maple (2008) to obtain expressions for the equilibrium values of the state variables and783

the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the equilibria. This gives a complete784

overview in all possible equilibria which can be used to get starting points for continuation785

of equilibria and limit cycles using AUTO (Doedel and Oldeman, 2009). For such a nu-786

merical bifurcation analysis parameter values are needed. In parameter regions with chaotic787

dynamics brute-force simulation are performed using MATLAB (2012) code.788

All numerical results presented in this article where obtained for the parameter values789

given in Table 1. We restrict the analysis here to cases where one relationship between790
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the two parameters r2 and δ, namely r2 < δ, holds true in addition to the property that all791

parameter values are positive. This restriction represents that the infected population cannot792

survive in the absence of susceptible population.793

We start with an analysis of the one and two-dimensional subsystems.794

A.1 S-system795

The S-system Eqn. (1) with I = P = 0 is the logistic growth equation and there is convergence796

to the carrying capacity S∗ = K.797

A.2 I-system798

The I-system Eqn. (2) with S = P = 0 is the logistic growth equation but the effective in-799

trinsic growth rate is negative because r2 < δ. Therefore the zero equilibrium I∗I = 0 is stable800

and consequently this equilibrium is uninvadable by the predator population. Therefore the801

two-dimensional IP-system is not further discussed.802

A.3 SI-system803

The SI-system Eqn. (1) and (2) with P = 0 in the Lotka-Volterra competition model together804

with the classical epidemiological SI-model with an additional death rate of the infected805

prey. The Jacobian matrix evaluated at the (0, 0) zero equilibrium is a diagonal matrix with806

elements (r1, r2 − δ) which are the eigenvalues. Because r1 > 0 equilibrium E0 is always807

unstable for the two dimensional SI-system.808

The interior two-dimensional equilibrium (SSI , ISI) is given by S∗

SI = (r1K − (r1a11 +809

λK)ISI))/r1 and ISI = r1K(r2a22−r2−λK+δ)
(r1a11+λK)(r2a22−λK)−r1r2

. The predator free state exists if r1K −810

(r1a11+λK)ISI > 0 together with either both r2a22−r2−λK+δ > 0 and (r1a11+λK)(r2a22−811

λK)−r1r2 > 0 holds or both r2a22−r2−λK+δ < 0 and (r1a11+λK)(r2a22−λK)−r1r2 < 0812

holds. One of the eigenvalues is α1β1SSI+α2β2ISI

1+ThISI+ThSSI
− µ and the other two eigenvalues are the813
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roots of the quadratic equation814

ξ2 +D1ξ +D2 = 0, where815

D1 =
(r1S2+r2I2)

K
,816

D2 = [ r1r2
K2 + (λ+ r1a11

K
)(λ−

r2a22
K

)]SSIISI .817

Therefore, ESI is LAS if α1β1SSI+α2β2ISI

1+ThISI+ThSSI
< µ and r1r2

K2 + (λ+ r1a11
K

)(λ−
r2a22
K

) > 0.818

A.4 SIP-system819

System (1)-(3) possesses the following seven equilibria, E0, ES, EI , ESI , ESP , EIP , ESIP . As820

mentioned above because r2 < δ we do not discuss the EI and EIP equilibria.821

E0 The prey and predator free equilibrium point E0 = (0, 0, 0). The Jacobian matrix is822

a diagonal matrix with elements (r1, r2 − δ,−µ) which are the eigenvalues. Because823

r1 > 0, r2 − δ, and µ > 0, equilibrium E0 is always a saddle point for the three824

dimensional SIP-system.825

ES The infected prey and predator free equilibrium ES = (K, 0, 0). The eigenvalues are826

−r1 < 0, r2 + (λ−
r2a22
K

)K − δ, and α1β1K

1+ThK
− µ. Therefore ES is locally asymptotically827

stable (LAS) if r2 + (λ−
r2a22
K

)K < δ and α1β1K

1+ThK
< µ.828

ESI Predator free equilibrium values ESI(S
∗

SI , I
∗

SI , 0) were already derived above as solu-829

tions for the two-dimensional system. Numerical bifurcation analysis shows that for830

the parameter values given in Table 1 that this boundary equilibrium of the three di-831

mensional system is always unstable and that the predator is able to invade leading to832

an interior ESIP equilibrium.833

The analysis results for the remaining equilibria ESP and ESIP are difficult to interpret834

(the equilibrium values are solutions of quadratic equations) and therefore not reported here.835

However, we recall that explicit expressions for the equilibrium values as well as the eigenval-836
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ues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated in that equilibrium, can be obtained with the program837

Maple (2008).838
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